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F U N D A M E N TA L S
What the battle
against plastic means
for oil demand
Cleaning up the world’s plastic waste will be a
monumental effort – one which will have major
implications for petrochemical companies and the
long-term demand for oil.
Nick Stansbury joined LGIM in 2013 and is
a fund manager on the Inflation Plus team
within Active Equity. He joined LGIM from
Revelation Capital, an equity hedge fund
focusing on special situations.
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THE SCALE OF THE PROBLEM
Of the millions of tonnes of plastics
produced, only a fraction is recycled.
The majority is destined for either
landfill or combustion but what
perhaps is more concerning is the
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Figure 2: Policies and regulations on plastic products
Region

Government Policies

Europe

European
Union

The European Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy, agreed in January 2018, targets that all
plastic packaging be reusable or recyclable by 2030

Europe

Germany

Introduced by Germany’s Social Democrat/Green coalition government in 2003, Germany’s Pfand
(deposit) system has succeeded in increasing recycling rates. Also, all stores in Germany that
provide plastic bags must pay a recycling tax

Europe

France

In July 2016, France banned free distribution of thin single-use plastic bags typically distributed at
grocery stores

Europe

UK

From 2015, large shops in England are required to charge 5p for all single-use plastic carrier bags.
In 2018, a ban on the manufacture of ‘microbeads’ also came into effect

Europe

Ireland

Ireland was the first country to place a significant tax on plastic bags — now €0.22 — at checkout
in 2002

Europe

Italy

In January 2011, Italy banned the distribution of plastic bags not from biodegradable sources

Asia

China

Since June 2008, China has had a total plastic bag ban although enforcement has been inconsistent
across the country

Asia

Japan

Many cities have very strictly enforced rules on the separation of waste, including plastics

Africa

Rwanda

Rwanda implemented a strict plastic bag ban in 2008 as illegal use can result in fines or jail time

Africa

Morocco

After a partial ban in 2009, Morocco’s law fully banning plastic bags came into effect in July 2016.
This law covers both the import and production

South
Brazil
America

Brazil imposed bans on plastic bags, effective from October 2007

Central
Mexico
America

In 2009, Mexico City introduced legislation to prohibit retailers from distributing single-use nonbiodegradable plastic bags

North
Canada
America

Montreal implemented a ban on plastic bags with thickness of less than 50 microns in January
2018

North
US
America

The California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery mandates that each plastic
container must meet at least one of the following five criteria:
1. The container must be made from a minimum of 25% recycled materials
2. The container must be reusable
3. The container must be source-reduced (container weight reduced by 10%)
4. The container must contain floral preservatives and later be used in the floral business
5. The container must have a 45% recycling rate at minimum

1 Raveender Vannela, Are We “Digging Our Own Grave” Under the Oceans? Biosphere Level Effects and Global Policy Challenge from Plastic(s) in Oceans, 46(15)
ENVTL. SCI. & TECH. 7932, 7932 (2012), available at https://sustainability.water.ca.gov/documents/18/3334111/Ocean+Pollution.pdf.
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Figure 3: Measuring carbon intensity
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Figure 4: Petrochemical demand growth as a share of all oil demand growth
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Figure 6: Adjusted municipal waste recycling rate
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Source: Eunomia, EEB, Global Recycling Rates Report, 2017
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